top events
in the marchfeld
in 2022

Marchegg was built in 1260 on the bank of the
Morava river, on the border with the neighbouring Kingdom of Hungary. Today, the town is
known for the eponymous Baroque Palace – and
for its storks.

– Marchegg is home to Central Europe’s largest
colony of white storks breeding in trees. The birds
build their nests in the old trees of the Marchauen
Nature Reserve, which is managed by the WWF.
This habitat is ideal for breeding their chicks.

There is a lot to discover in and around Marchegg
Palace, which boasts a rich culture, culinary delights,
the pristine riparian forest along the Morava or and a one-of-a-kind nature experience. Nature has
unwind on one of the platforms specially built for literally gained entry into the palace, with bats
you to watch “Master Adebar” in its majestic living in the attic and the famous storks of Marchflight. Huts along the paths invite visitors to make egg breeding on the roof. Needless to say, the
a stopover in this habitat of beavers, kingfishers adventure doesn’t stop at the palace’s threshold:
and fire-bellied toads. If you’re lucky, you might two circular paths invite visitors to stroll around
even cross paths with a herd of Konik ponies. the town, thereby passing multiple stone witnesses
This sturdy horse breed lives in the riparian reserve of the old days: the historical route leads along the
all year round, perfectly adapted to its wildlife town wall to the church, the old Hungarian Gate,
environment. Thank you for treating these won- and back to the palace.
derful animals with respect!
– Numerous adventure tours afford an opportunity to explore Marchegg Palace and the unique
Marchfeld plain.

– Roam the waymarked visitor trails through
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